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    第四章主要内容是简易程序实施具体问题分析。重点围绕扩大简易程序
适用范围问题、被告人程序选择权问题、检察机关派员制度问题展开讨论。
针对现有立法的不足和司法实践提出进一步完善的思路。 


















Criminal summary procedure is a simple trial proceedings, mainly for 
criminal facts are clear, committed a minor crime of criminal cases. Summary 
proceedings established early with a definite progress, but not yet play the 
desired effect. The new "Code of Criminal Procedure", in the long-term 
absorption of judicial experience and fully understand trial needs of the premise, 
to make significant changes to pay more attention to protecting the rights of the 
accused, is a fair and efficient trade-offs again. Currently, the increasing 
contradictions of criminal cases and limited judicial resources between the 
increasingly intensified pressure investigators also growing grassroots courts 
overwhelmed, people look forward to justice is increasingly urgent. Under this 
background, the new "Code of Criminal Procedure" to modify the summary of 
the historic breakthrough in improving the efficiency of the trial, even if the 
specific provisions should be improved. In this paper, from the theoretical to the 
practical level of thinking to expand, mainly for the expansion of the scope of 
application of summary procedure, the defendant expressly consent procedure, 
the prosecution sent to appear three main issues were discussed. 
The first chapter is the content summary overview of the basic theory. First 
analyzes the theory and program effectiveness litigation theory of the subject, 
and in a fair and efficient, procedural justice and substantive justice as an 
example to explain the specific content. This is a summary of the main 
theoretical analysis, research paving the way for further specification. 
The second chapter is a comparative analysis of extraterritorial content 
summary. Different legal systems in representative US, UK, Germany, Italy and 
other countries distinctive criminal summary procedure do a brief introduction, 
and on this basis leads Inspiration of the reform of criminal summary procedure. 
The third chapter is content with the status quo of criminal summary 
procedure reflection. Around the new "Code of Criminal Procedure" to modify 
the content of the summary procedure to analyze and summarize the progress and 














The fourth chapter is a simple procedure to implement content analysis of 
specific issues. Focus on expanding the scope of the problem summary, the 
accused the right to choose the program, the prosecution sent discuss institutional 
issues. The ideas put forward to further improve judicial practice and inadequate 
for existing legislation. 
The conclusion summarizes the main ideas. 
Key words: Procedure applicable scope; Option defendants of public 
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